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Suggestions for the Workshop 
Ingenious Expedients of Resourceful Mechanics 

Gage for Boring Dowel-pin Holes 
By William Grotzinger 

I T is often a difficult matter to bore straight dowel
pin holes in two pieces of Wo.o.d, which are to fit to

gether squarely and tightly. The fo.llowing descriptio.n 
of a gage for the purpo.se should be readily understood : 

. It is made from a piece of o.ak bo.ard, with two side 

Gage for boring dowel-pin holes. 

pieces I>crewed 1>0 as to form a socket in which the 
work fits and is held squarely. A number of different 
I>ize holes are bo.red into the o.ak piece, so that bits of 
different sizes can be used, for large or small dowel
pins. Mark the work with a pencil where the holes 
are to be bored, put the gage over the work, and put the 
bit in the holes of the desired size. Be sure to get 
the bit on the pencil mark, then bo.re the hole. If the 
gage happens to fit a little Io.o.sely, it can easily be made 
tight by wedging it with small wo.oden wedges. 

Reducing Noise of Telephone Wires 
By R. D. Mock 

AWIRE, especially o.ne with a long span, is so.me
times a noisy proposition when it is attached to the 

clapboards o.f a house. Every time the wind blows a 
little harder than usual there is such a mo.aning and 
groaning that sleep is well-nigh impossible. The wire 
seems to. make a noise on the principle of the old-fash
ioned squawker boys used to make o.ut of a tin can 
with a stout thread fastened to the bo.tto.m of it. Pull
ing the thread Wo.uld produce a fiendish noise. And 
every time the wind would make the wire give a pull 
on the house, it w.Duld sound like that old tin can. In 
my case, the telephone wires were the o.ffenders. 

Noise reducer for telephone wires. 

The next time a lineman was in the neighborho.od I 
got him to. give me abo.ut a foot of slack on each line. 
Two very stiff coil springs and two pairs of porcelain 
insulators then did the wo.rk. Each wire was wrapped 
around two of the insulators in the regular way and 
then a spring was inserted between the two, as may 
be seen in the diagram. The o.ther wire was handled 
in the same manner. The spring was stiff eno.ugh to 
draw the wire up to nearly its usual tautness, and yet 
it was elastic enough to take up all the jerks and 
unusual pulls that formerly made so much noise. 
}]verybody slept much better on blustery nights after 
this. Of course the main thing is to get a stiff enough 
spring so that the wind will not pull it out. 

A Cheap Pipe Wrench 
By H. C. Urbaner 

QUI'l'E frequently it becomes necessary to have a 
pipe wrench, especially for brass tubing, that will 

Hot mar the work and yet at the same time will per
mit of using sufficient force to. produce the required 
results without crushing the tubing. 

Fig. 1 sho.WS o.ne o.f the cheapest, simplest, and yet 
most efficient of pipe wrenches. It co.nsists of two 
parts : A piece o.f hard wood about Ilh X 11;2 X 18 
and a piece o.f stro.ng 2-inch . leather belting about 3 feet 0 

Io.ng. The strap should be riveted to. the Wo.o.d with 
rivet heads well sunk belo.w the surface o.f the Wo.od 

on the side opposite the strap side of the lever. 'The 
loose end of the strap should have holes punched at 
intervals of one inch or so. to make it adjustable to 
the work with the stud the oPPo.site side of th� bar. 
The strap should be turned down over the end of the 
lever, then up and around the work and back alo.ng the 
to.P of the lever and aro.und the opposite end, where it 
i� fastened to the stud on the under side. The object 
of throwing the strap around the end of the lever 
rather than to fasten it at the end is to insure a maxi
mum amount of pull o.n the strap with a minimum 
strain where it is fastened to the stud. Use this de
vice like any other pipe wrench. To. release the wrench 
for another pull, simply pull it away from the pipe far 
enough to allow it to Io.osen its grip and begin for the 
new pull by simply repeating the first operation. The 
end of the strap must not be taken from the stud after 
it is adjusted until the operation of turning the pipe 
is co.mpleted. 

With the use of this wrench, an even strain is placed 
upon the tubing on its entire surface without any pos
sible danger of marring or crushing it. 

With a few trials the work can be done as quickly 
as with an open pipe wrench. 

The writer has employed this idea in many different 
ways, and finds it most helpful. When a fountain pen 

Pipe wrench for polished brass. 

cap "sticks" take a little stick and a piece of dampened 
cord and in a moment it is loo.se. 

A few years ago the writer had· o.ccasion to unscrew 
the first joint of a 2-inch pipe in a tubular well in o.rder 
to find the end of a bro.ken wo.o.den rod inside. As no 
large pipe wrench was at hand one was made as here 
described from a 4-foot piece of oak scantling and a 
strip of 1/16 X 2-inch hoop iron purlo.ined from a 
vinegar barrel. After setting the wrench two strong 
men pulled on the 4-foot lever with all their strength 
to. start the pipe. 

Center-line Gage 
By Henry Klotz 

T HE accompanying sketch shows a handy little tool 
which for want o.f a better name I call a center

line gage. It is very useful o.n many jobs, and is easily 
made as follows : A piece o.f iron or steel about lh inch 
thick and 1 inch wide is drilled and tapped to. receive 
three screws as shown in drawing. The point o.f the 
center screw can be hardened so as to wear better, 
but this is not essential, as it can easily be sharpened 
when dull and replaced in position. 

When it is desired to mark a center line o.n a piece 
of WOo.d o.r metal, place the gage over it and bring 

A center-line gage. 

the sides of the end screws so they will press against 
the sides of the object to be centered. Then by press
ing on the gage and running it up and down the desired 
line is secured. I have found this little tool much 
more co.nvenient and accurate than the regular scratch 
gage fo.r centering. 

Unscrewing Nipples from Pipe Fittings 
By G. H. Ander 

W HILE doing so.me pipe fitting the other day, the 
writer needed some close nipples and was obliged 

tc take apart and use old o.nes, stuck in tees and 
elbows; because there were no others to be had just 

Device for unscrewing nipples. 

then. It was impossible to get the old nipples loose 
with a wrench or in a vise without spoiling the thread, 
so a pipe-cap of the same size as the nipple was pro
cured. This cap was cut in two with a hacksaw. The 
two halves were placed on the nipple, after first hav·· 
ing filed them fiat on the sides, in o.rder to prevent 
them from turning around in the vise, while unscrewing 
the nipple. This method proved to be very successful. 
The nipples came out without any injury whatsoever. 

Enlarging a Bore With an 
Auger 

By F. H. Jackson 

THE fo.llo.wing kink sho.uld prove 
useful for plumbers or gas-fit

ters : When bo.ring a hole through 
a joist for a pipe, the auger ran 
into. a kno.t, throwing it a little 
out of line, so. that the pipe when 
run through the ho.le would not 
screw into. the fitting. The trouble 
was o.verco.me by fitting a small 
circular piece o.f Wo.o.d of same 
diameter as ho.le, on the spur of a 
larger auger which made a guide, 
and the hole was easily enlarged Enlarging a bore. 

to a suitable size. 

Shop Notes 
Cuttlefish Paper. -Some years ago my attentio.n was 

called by a pr'ofessional friend, a dentist, to a paper 
which is sold by the dental supply houses under the 
name of "cuttlefish paper," and whiCh is used by den
tists to polish gold fillings, it being for this purpose cut 
into narrow strips, passed between the teeth, and pulled 
back and forth over the filling. The abrasive material 
o.n this paper ( which comes in sheets about the size 
of ordinary sandpaper ) is of such a degree of fineness, 
that it is difficult to tell which side of the paper is 
coated. The paper, which is apparently practically un
known except to. dentists, has other very valuable appli
catio.ns. It is an ideal material for the rapid honing 
o.f razo.rs and of surgical and other instruments requir
ing a fine edge. Its cutting qualities are so rapid that a 
pocket-knife blade of ordinary degree of sharpness can, 
by giving it fifteen or twenty diagonal strokes o.n a 
piece of the cuttlefish paper, laid fi�t, and followed by 
II slight stropping on a leather strop or shoe top, be 
brought, in the space of a couple of minutes, to such a 
degree of sharpness that it will remove the hair from 
the back of the hand or arm as though it were a razor 
in fine condition. In honing razors, especially those 
that have a rounded edge and need honing badly, it will 
produce results in one or two minutes that would re
quire a half hour or more on a stone hone. For this 
purpose the paper is drawn over a level wooden block, 

. and turned over the ends and tacked or clamped in 
place ; the razor is then laid perfectly fiat, and given 
diagonal strokes in both directions, drawing away from 
the eage. Ten to twenty strokes in each directio.n will 
usually be sufficient. A moderate amount of stropping 
will remove the slight feather edge sometimes pro.duced, 
and leave the razor in fine condition for shaving. So 
far as I kno.w, the paper is obtainable o.nly thro.ugh 
dental supply ho.uSes.-CLAUDE L. Wo.o.LLEY. 
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